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Abstract
FACET at SLAC provides high charge, high peak current,
low emittance electron beam that is bunched at THz
wavelength scale during its normal operation. A THz light
source based coherent transition radiation (CTR) from
this beam would potentially be the brightest short-pulse
THz source ever constructed. Efforts have been put into
building this photon source together with a user area, to
provide a platform to utilize this unique THz radiation for
novel nonlinear and ultrafast phenomena researches and
experiments.

in the existing linac tunnel, a new beamline is under
construction with a bunch compressor, final focus system
and experimental areas appropriate for plasma Wakefield
acceleration research. Upstream of the focal point an
optical table has been added where THz radiation is
extracted and can be utilized for additional diagnostics
and user driven THz experiments. Figure 1 below shows
the schematic of the FACET beamline [1].

INTRODUCTION
Being a long-time underutilized portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum, terahertz (100 GHz ~10 THz)
spectral range is experiencing a renaissance in recent
years, with broad interests from chemical and biological
imaging,
material
science,
telecommunication,
semiconductor and superconductor research, etc.
Nevertheless, the paucity of THz sources especially
strong THz radiation hinders both its commercial
applications and nonlinear processes research. FACET —
Facilities for Accelerator science and Experimental Test
beams at SLAC— provides 23 GeV electron beam with
peak currents of ~ 20 kA that can be focused down to 100
µm2 transversely. Such an intense electron beam, when
compressed to sub-picosecond longitudinal bunch length,
coherently radiates high intensity EM fields well within
THz frequency range that are orders of magnitude
stronger than those available from laboratory tabletop
THz sources, which will enable a wide variety of THz
related research opportunities. Together with a description
of the FACET beamline and electron beam parameters,
this paper will report FACET THz radiation generation
via coherent transition radiation and calculated photon
yield and power spectrum. A user table is being set up
along the THz radiation extraction sites, and equipped
with various signal diagnostics including THz power
detector, Michelson interferometer, sample stages, and
sets of motorized optical components. This setup will also
be presented. Potential THz research areas including
studies of magnetism, ferroelectric switching dynamics,
semiconductor devices and chemical reaction controls
have already been proposed for the FACET THz area.

FACET BEAMLINE
Originally proposed as a facility to support research on
plasma Wakefield acceleration using both electrons and
positrons, FACET uses the first two kilometers of the
SLAC linac to produce electron beam with energy in
excess of 20 GeV and very small emittance. At Sector 20
--------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 1: Schematic of the FACET beamline, a zoom-in
at the Sector 20 experimental area, and a table of FACET
nominal beam parameters.
FACET provides beamline hardware and systems that
allows high charge, high peak-current beam operation.
The table in Fig. 1 lists beam parameters for nominal
FACET operation. At full compression, FACET offers
~3.2 nC charge per pulse at energy of 23 GeV, with 3%
FWHM momentum spread and 30 Hz repetition rate. The
bunch length is adjustable from 10 um to 100 um (33 fs to
333 fs). Such an intense electron beam can radiate an
enormous amount of photons at wavelengths comparable
to the bunch length via coherent transition radiation.

COHERENT TRANSITION RADIATION
Transition radiation is emitted at the interface when an
electron travels into a different media. If the electron
beam has longitudinal structure, electrons in the beam
will emit coherently at wavelengths comparable to that
characteristic length, and total radiation power will scale
as the square of the charge number N. The fact that
FACET beam carries N= 2 x 1010 charges bunched at tens
of micron length ensures a high THz photon yield when
the beam passes through a foil. A schematic of THz
generation by inserting a metallic foil into the beam is
shown in Fig. 2. The insertion angle is 45° so that the
photon emission propagates transversally out of the
electron beam trajectory. The foil planned to be used is 1um thick Titanium foil spanned over a one-inch circular
aperture. There will be two foil insertion sites on the
FACET THz table for double THz extractions. They are
2.7’ apart from each other, empirically far enough for the
electron beam fields to reform after the first CTR foil.

Figure 2: Schhematic of thin
F
n-foil CTR THz
T
generationn,
c
collection
and focus.

CTR Calculaation Results
ts
An in-house code develo
oped at SLAC
C was used too
ccalculate THzz radiation power and specctrum from the
c
coherent
transsition radiation
n. The foil is simplified as a
p
perfect
electricc conductor bo
oundary with unity
u
reflectionn
c
coefficient
over the whole frequency rannge consideredd.
F
Formulations
f
followed
by th
he code could be
b found in [22]
a [3]. The ellectric field forr an electron bunch
and
b
of 3.5 nC
C
c
charge,
23 GeV
V energy, 50 fss bunch lengthh in longitudinaal
d
direction,
and 6 um in diam
meter transverssal spot size is
i
c
calculated
andd plotted in Fiig. 3. For this case, the peakk
c
current
is rougghly 27 kAmp
p and the maxximum electric
f
field
intensity goes up to 0.6
0 V/Å in thee ~150 fs longg
q
quasi-half
cyccle pulse obtaained. The poower spectrum
m
c
contains
signifficant content from DC up to 6 THz, andd
p
peaks
at aboutt 1.2 THz. The total power yiield per pulse is
i
13 mJ.

1st foil, and
a
1.5 mm by 13 um att the 2nd foil. The
discrepancy between thhis ribbon-likee spot and a roundr
shape sppot will affeect the THz CTR. The code
aforementtioned currentlly cannot calcuulate the case where
w
the incideent beam has different
d
σx andd σy values. In order
to evaluaate the discreepancy, anothher code folloowing
formulatioons in Ter-M
Mikaelian’s book
b
[4, 5] was
employedd, where the ellectron numberr density functtion is
describedd by Gaussiian distributioons in all three
dimensionns with variannces σx2, σy2, and
a σz2, and Fourier
transform
med to momenntum space whhen calculatinng the
CTR specctrum. Figure 4 shows the radiation speectrum
form facttor plot after normalized too the square of
o the
charge annd integrated ovver 4π solid anngle. The blue curve
corresponnds to the ellipttical spot withh σx = 6 um andd σy =
1.2 mm, whereas
w
the reed curve corresponds to a ciircular
spot withh σx = σy = 855 um so that they
t
have the same
transversee area. Comparison revealss that the elliiptical
beam resuults in decreaased radiation mostly at thee lowfrequencyy end by abouut 15% maxim
mum, and evenntually
convergess to the circulaar spot case att the high-frequuency
end.

Figure 4: Normalized CTR
C
power speectra of transveersally
circular and
a highly-ellipptical electronn beams of ideentical
spot area.
Titanium
m is chosen because
b
of its resistance to beam
damage. The
T thickness of
o 1 µm minim
mizes the detrim
mental
effects of multiple cooulomb scatteering on the beam
quality. For
F THz appliccations, the chooice of thin titaanium
foils raisees an issue: thee skin depth off Titanium at 1 THz
is 0.37 um
m, therefore thhe foil is only 3 skin-depth or
o less
thick beloow 1 THz andd the unity reeflection assum
mption
will not be valid any more. A reduuction of the CTR
y
would be
b expected at the lower THz
energy yield
frequencyy range.

TERAHER
RTZ USER
R AREA
Figure 3: Calcculated electro
F
on bunch peakk current, CTR
R
e
emission
fieldd and power sp
pectrum using FACET beam
m
p
parameters.

H
Highly-Ellip
ptical Beam Spots
S
The THz tabble is located on the beamliine in a regionn
aafter the buncch compression
n is complete but before thhe
f
final
focus syystem to minim
mize interferennce with otheer
e
experiments.
T nominal beeam size at the THz table area
The
u
upstream
of thhe focal point is highly ellipptical howeverr:
t transversall spot size is σx = 1.2mm by σy = 6µm at the
the

An 8’ by
b 4’ optical tabble has been puut into the Sector 20
tunnel whhere two foil insertion
i
sites sit upon, as thhe top
drawing of
o Fig. 5 showss. Various optiical componentts and
THz pow
wer detectors will
w be equippped on the tabble for
THz beam
m diagnostics as
a well as sam
mple characterizzation
purposes. They will be fully rem
mote-controlleed by
motorizedd actuators andd translation annd rotation stagges. A
Michelsonn interferometter will also be
b installed on
o the
table to taake the spectrooscopy of the THz radiationn. The
planned layout
l
of the components can
c be found in
i the
bottom scchematic of Figg. 5. Two idenntical diagnostiic sets
will be innstalled for botth foils, and thhe spectrometeer will
be sharedd. Currently thhe componentss are assembled and

aaligned off-sitte, and they will
w be transferrred to the finaal
t
table
during the commisssioning phasse of FACET
T
b
beamline.
Unllike the THz taable at Linac Coherent Lighht
Source (LCLS
S), the nominaal electron beaam condition at
a
F
FACET
is ideaal for THz pho
oton generationn; therefore the
T
THz
table opeeration at FAC
CET is non-invvasive to otheer
F
FACET
experiiments.

Figure 5: Toop: THz userr table alongg the FACET
F
T
b
beamline.
Botttom: layout of the proposed optical
o
setup onn
t THz table.
the

THz Power Measuremen
M
nt
Experimentaal measuremen
nt of the emittted THz poweer
aare challengingg mainly due to the lack of well-calibratedd
T
THz
detector over such a broad
b
frequenccy range and at
a
such a high innput power lev
vel. Detectors for high-poweer
p
pulse
measurement are ussually coated by a highlyy
r
reflective
layeer to limit th
he transmitted signal, whose
r
reflection
coeffficient needs to be carefullyy characterizedd
i order for ann accurate inpu
in
ut power readinng. THz poweer
m
measurements
at LCLS using
g two differentt detectors have
e
exhibited
a thrree fold differen
nce.
A scheme ussing two identiical detectors to
t measure bothh
t
the
incident power Pin an
nd the (obliqque) reflectionn
c
coefficient
R of
o the detectorr could be impplemented. THz
p
photons
will be
b obliquely inccident onto thee detector senoor
a
area,
get partiially reflected, and then pin onto a secondd
i
identical
detecctor along the same incidennce angle. Twoo
p
power
readinggs will be obtaained from thee two detectorss,
w
which
are:
M1 = (1
1 - R) * Pin,
M2 = R * (1 - R) * Pin,
a
admitting
no transmission
t
behind
b
the deteector and sam
me
d
detector
responnsivities that can
c be cancelleed out. The twoo
u
unknowns
R annd Pin can then
n be solved:
R = M2 / M1,
Pin = M12 / (M1 – M2).

This calibbration schemee will be carried out in the future
power meeasurement.

THz Traansport Line
A long--distance THz transport line through the exxisting
penetratioon at Sector 20
2 has been proposed.
p
Thee THz
beam cann be directed uppstairs where the
t user tables could
be relocatted, and THz experiments could
c
be carrieed out
fully free from the limiited space andd access time in the
linac tunnnel. Possibility of directing TH
Hz into a laserr room
upstairs also opens up thhe opportunityy to have high-ppower
laser andd THz beams simultaneoussly for pump--probe
experimennts. Current esstimation of thhe transport disstance
is aroundd 40 meters, which
w
requires a periodic foccusing
mirror syystem involviing a latticee of large-apperture
focusing parabolic
p
mirrors or lens, thee larger the apperture
the fewer components needed.
n
The piipeline also neeeds to
be under vacuum or at least Nitrogenn purged, sincee THz
signal suuffers great atttenuation in water vapourr. An
alternativee method is too construct the transport line using
parallel-plate waveguidee, which suppoorts TEM modde and
has beenn demonstratedd to propagatte THz pulse with
extremelyy low loss annd low disperrsion [6, 7]. Metal
breakdow
wn issue is yeet to be expllored though when
transporting such an inteense THz fieldd.

CON
NCLUSION
N AND FUTU
URE WORK
K
Coherennt THz radiatioon source at FA
ACET based on thin
foil CTR method has been
b
introduceed. With the unique
u
electron beam
b
FACET provides, intennse THz pulsee with
peak fieldd approaching 1 V/Å and freqquency contentt from
below 1 THz up to teens of THz could
c
potentiallly be
achieved. Such a strongg THz source offers opportuunities
for novel nonlinear speectroscopy andd ultrafast proccesses
research. A final table accommodating
a
g various THz beam
characteriization optics is in construuction, and will
w be
ready to facilitate
f
users for their THz experiments. Initial
radiation power and sppectrum measuurements, as well
w as
new concepts such as tw
wo-detector callibration schem
me and
long-distaance THz traansportation will
w
be triedd out
followingg the commissiioning of FAC
CET beamline in the
summer of
o 2011.
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